(due to programmability), whereas ASICs provide higher speed with minimal flexibility.
With commercial products incorporating DSP functions and the market's increasing quality requirements, traditional architectures are becoming inadequate. Pressing issues among DSP designers include new design approaches to reduce time to market, as well as new architectures allowing high testability, reliability, and programmability without affecting performance.
Although researchers have proposed several architectures to reach optimal filter performance, [2] [3] [4] no one has adequately addressed the problem of designing self-repairing digital filters with programmability characteristics. Self-repairing technology could enrich commercial applications requiring high availability and serviceability. It could also benefit space or defense applications that must survive and perform at optimal functionality for long durations in unknown, harsh, and possibly changing environments.
In that light, we present a self-testable, self-repairable architecture for finite impulse response (FIR) digital filters. This architecture allows repair of permanent faults without interfering with the filter behavior or introducing performance overheads. Although we developed this approach to repair a single permanent fault, you can easily scale it to repair any number of faults occurring in the filter logic. A key feature of the architecture is its modularity, which allows automatic generationthat is, reduced design time. We've implemented a tool for automatic filter synthesis to generate VHDL descriptions of FIR filters, starting from functional parameters.
Filter architecture
FIR filters are perhaps the most widely implemented class of digital filters. Until recently, engineers designed
Online Self-Repair of FIR Filters
Editor's note: Chip-level failure detection has been a target of research for some time, but today's very deep-submicron technology is forcing such research to move beyond detection. Repair, especially self-repair, has become very important for containing the susceptibility of today's chips. This article introduces a selfrepair solution for the digital FIR filter, one of the key blocks used in DSPs.
- where N is the filter order; y[n] is the output signal and x[n] is the input signal, at time n; and h i (0 ≤ i ≤ N) is the set of filter coefficients, which also corresponds to the filter's impulse response. This representation is easy to implement with a modular circuit, including a weighted delay line, as Figure 1 shows.
The delay line is usually a chain of registers working in a pipeline. In an N-order filter, this sample-in-bus pipeline contains N + 1 delay elements. This means processing each output sample requires a filtering window of N + 1 input samples. The input samples shift every time a new sample is ready. A set of multipliers then multiplies these samples by the relative h i coefficient, and a cascade of adders (see the lower part of Figure 1 ) adds the results to generate the output samples.
The downside of the architecture in Figure 1 is its use of multipliers, which are very costly blocks with massive footprints. However, multipliers are critical for reliability, which decreases quadratically with area. Many researchers are striving to reduce the hardware complexity of FIR filters to alleviate this problem. One example is signed-power-of-two algebra, which allows multiplication using only shift-and-add operations. [5] [6] [7] SPT algebra expresses numbers as sums and differences of negative powers of two, often called SPT terms. In general, many equivalent SPT representations, with a different number of SPT terms, exist for a single number. To minimize the number of SPT terms, we opted for the canonic signed digit (CSD) form, which is the only unique-minimum SPT representation. 8 Despite its advantages, SPT algebra can introduce a loss of precision in the representation of coefficients and consequently in the filter's output. The first rule of thumb we could infer from physics is that the coefficients' precision must be at least equal to the desired output precision. But in filter design, this might not be enough.
Bellomo demonstrated that a simple coefficient truncation close to the desired precision does not produce the desired precision in the output. 9 Therefore, he coded an implementation of the Trellis search algorithm to choose the best approximating coefficients under precision constraints. 10 We use this algorithm to obtain the SPT terms in our experiments.
For example, we express coefficient (MAC) cell, shown in Figure 2 . The MAC cell is the basic building block of our modular architecture, which Figure 3 shows. The MAC cell's behavior is easy to explain. Each MAC cell is fed by the input samples, and programmed by a set of SPT terms stored in external registers. Each set of SPT terms represents a given h i coefficient. The MAC cell processes an input sample M times (where M is the number of SPT terms), and each time shifts it a number of positions equal to the related SPT value. The programmable shifter dynamically shifts the sample and, if necessary, takes the 2s complement of this term based on its sign. The adder adds it to the value stored in the accumulator. This operation requires M clock cycles; therefore, the entire block is overclocked by M cycles.
To allow flexibility and programmability, we can serially load the SPT terms from an outside source. This solution lets the user change the filter characteristics. Obviously, the SPT register size limits the precision of the SPT terms' representation.
A cascade of adders adds the MAC cell output values together to obtain the output signal. Because the number of SPT terms is not necessarily the same in each MAC cell, a delay network synchronizes the operation among the MAC cells. Now, consider the cascade of adders in the lower part of Figure 3 . Because of the long path between the first and last adder, the characteristics of these components heavily influence the filter's performance. The main constraints are low area and high speed.
Sklansky's topology seems to be the best choice in terms of complexity-it has complexity (n/2)log 2 n (where n is the adder parallelism)-and total delay, log 2 n.
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Test strategies
Our work aims to obtain high testability and reliability toward hard and soft errors. We propose two solutions, each covering different faults at different stages of the filter's operating life:
I Power-on self-test (POST). This solution, which the system's power-on enables, mainly serves to detect permanent faults that affect the filter's logic. I Online self-repair. The filter can execute self-tests concurrent with its normal behavior and when necessary to replace faulty blocks.
Power-on self-test
POST is an offline test strategy, usually enabled at the system's power-on to detect permanent faults. The idea is to give the filter a set of ad-hoc test samples, let the filter work on these samples, and compare the results with previously computed results.
Based on the general layout in Figure 3 , we identify three categories of components to test:
I the sample-in bus, I the MAC cells, and I the cascade of adders. Figure 4 shows the sample-in bus' structure. We must carefully test both registers and interconnections to avoid stuck-at or faulty connections, which could greatly influence system performance.
In normal mode, the sample-in bus streams the digital samples for processing. In test mode, a set of test patterns, called the mini bus test, feeds this bus. The test pattern generator applies a single sample to the filter and after N clock cycles (where N is the number of registers in the sample-in bus), the output data evaluator (ODE) observes the same pattern at the chain's output. If the ODE reads a different word, the bus is faulty.
The fault coverage depends on the test patterns applied to the sample-in bus. Detecting stuck-at faults requires only two test patterns (000 … 0 and 111 … 1), but detecting couplings or shorts between bus lines requires additional patterns. Background patterns, usually applied during memory testing, provide a good tradeoff between coverage and the number of test patterns. 12 The architecture can also accommodate custom test patterns if the designer has particular reliability requirements. If the block passes the mini bus test, the architecture considers both registers and interconnections in the sample-in bus as fault free. Now consider the MAC cell in Figure 2 . A set of registers program the MAC cell to store the SPT terms. The MAC cell receives input patterns from the sample-in bus, which the mini bus test feeds. During POST, the system modifies the SPT registers to work as a linear-feedback shift register (LFSR) to provide test patterns to the MAC cell. The architecture verifies the absence of faults by transforming the accumulator to work as a multipleinput signature register (MISR) and by checking the final signature.
Concerning timing, the sample-in bus produces test patterns according to the normal system clock, whereas the MAC cell is overclocked by M cycles and receives test patterns from the SPT inputs at this high frequency. The combination of high-speed patterns from the SPT inputs and low-speed patterns from the sample-in bus provides high fault coverage. Now we address the problem of testing the chain of adders in the lower part of Figure 3 . The idea is to exploit the entropy produced by the MAC cells during POST to produce test patterns for the adders. Every adder connects to two different registers, each coming from a different block. POST configures these registers as MISRs so that their content changes continually and pseudorandomly.
This approach has a drawback, however: If every MAC cell's POST begins simultaneously, the entropy on the adders will be insufficient to ensure high fault coverage, because the adders will see couples of similar operands. The solution is conceptually very simple, although its implementation requires more complexity overhead: In enabling each MAC block's POST, we place a 1-clock pulse delay between that block and the previous block.
The system finally signs the adder chain's output using a MISR to detect faults. A controller governs POST procedures by synchronizing the test structures and checking the test results. Figure 5 shows the general architecture for the POST.
Online self-test and self-repair
The filter's modular structure is perfectly suited to implement efficient online BIST and self-repair strategies. A basic filter module (BFM) is the union of a sample register with its MAC cell and its final adder. Our approach is to introduce one or more spare BFMs into the architecture. During normal behavior, a spare BFM periodically replaces each module. The system tests each module using an approach similar to (and reusing the same structures as) the POST mechanism just described.
If the test detects no faults, the system reintroduces the module and selects the next one for test. If the test fails, the BFM is faulty, and the system interrupts the replacement mechanism. Thereafter, the system can no longer detect and correct the occur- rence of any other fault online, but it can still work without degradation. Figure 6 shows the fault-free filter structure and the repaired structure, in which the spare module shifts the pipeline's functionality and acts as a substitute for the faulty module.
Implementing this repair scheme needs the introduction of alternative routing paths to exclude the cell under test from the chain without introducing any delay in the filtering process. Switching devices manage the alternative routing-path mechanism. Figure 7 shows the filter's new layout, where pairs of multiplexers ensure the correct input at every stage of the sample-in bus. After the repair operation, the system asserts an output signal to inform the user that the output values can be temporarily unreliable and that, if an error occurs again, the system will not be able to repair the chip.
Bypassing a faulty BFM is not enough to completely repair the filter. In fact, the blocks are all equal, but they receive different SPT terms from the SPT registers. The repair process must remap the SPT terms in the new configuration. A switching element distributes the SPT terms to different modules. The replacement mechanism requires programming each module with both its own SPT values and those of the previous module, thereby minimizing the area overhead introduced by the switching device. Table 1 shows some routing scenarios. For the BFM S test, the system programs each module with the related SPT S terms (where S refers to the spare cell) and tests the additional module. For the BFM 0 test, routing is switched so that BFM 1 receives the SPT 0 terms, BFM 2 receives SPT 1 terms, and the additional BFM S receives the SPT N terms.
The downside of this strategy is that the switching elements and SPT registers are not repairable. However, these components represent only 2.4% of the total filter area, making the architecture's dependability level adequate for most of today's applications. If a higher reliability level is necessary and the area is available, it is possible to duplicate these elements to reach full repairability.
Experimental results
We analyzed our architecture's performance by implementing a fourth-order filter with 16-bit input samples. The filter's transfer function is y n = (0.1)x n + (0.05)x n-1 + (0.07)x n-2 + (0.01)x n-3
The SPT terms representing the filter's coefficients are as follows: This representation guarantees a precision of 10 -4 . To evaluate the area overhead, we described the filter in VHDL language, using Austriamicrosystems' csx_HDR-LIB to synthesize it with Synopsys' design_compiler. Figure 8 shows the implementation. We implemented three different solutions in terms of dependability: no test, POST, and built-in self-repair (BISR). Table 2 lists the area (in Synopsys gate count values) for each of these solutions.
The resulting area overhead is 13% for POST and 33% for BISR. To evaluate the solutions' fault coverage, we used Synopsys' TetraMax for fault simulations. The BISR solution detected and repaired 97.2% of single stuck-at faults.
We tested the entire circuit in (N + 6) × M × 6 × 256 fast clock pulses and (N + 6) × 6 × 256 clock pulses (where N is the filter order, and M is the number of SPT terms to represent a filter coefficient). For N = 128 coefficients with a 100-MHz clock, POST requires 205,824 clock pulses-that is, 2.05 ms. FUTURE WORK will continue to apply and refine the design methodology presented here to achieve higher levels of testability and dependability. In particular, more work is necessary to identify hard-to-test areas in the circuit. Fault coverage higher than 99% is essential for mass production. In addition, new solutions should be exploited to solve the repairability shortcomings for switching elements and SPT registers, without strongly impacting the design area. 
